
   

 

NEWCON and Orange finish „Business harmonization-project“ 

The mobile network operator Orange Austria commissioned NEWCON to migrate new technology on 

the existent platforms and processes in the range of „Billing Mediation“(Batch- and Real-time) in the 

course of his architecture-modernization. Orange decided to choose NEWCON as system integrator 

cause of NEWCONs international won know-how in this range, and big array of satisfied customers. 

On the first hand there were optimized and migrated company-critical processes, on the other hand 

NEWCON improved the company aspects (daily operations, business office environments) to reach 

long-term cost-optimizations. Furthermore the overall system has been reconfigured in the range of 

system control, system stability and redundancy to guarantee a highly automated, failsafe usability of 

working processes. 

NEWCON was responsible for the classical system integration and the configuration of hardware and 

periphery. The defined project-goals were fully reached; the stepwise launch was accomplished on 

high qualitative level. 

All following project-goals were reached:  

 Increase of „Time to Market“ and thus reduction of the product introduction costs 

 Reduction of complexity of IT-(BBS-)architecture 

 Reduction of recurring costs 

 Protection of fund rivers (the major of conversion is processed by this solution 

 Future-safe architecture (software and hardware requirements) 

 Simplifying of operational sequences and the operating of data center 

 

NEWCONs „OSS/BSS-Integration Layer“ is a mighty, modular Telco-Functions Layer (Business 

Applications and Tools) and it bases on Technology of „MediationZone“, a product of DigitalRoute, a 

Swedish software-vendor. NEWCON and DigitalRoute are Technology-Partners for years. 



   
 

Why NEWCON: Exceptional experience and most positive customer references in the 

realization of projects 

Reasons of the assignment:  

 First, many years of good experiences well known telecom companies have made by 

assigning NEWCON as system integrator (exclusively good references)  

 Secondly,  NEWCONs future-oriented architecture  approaches and product portfolios to 

establish the Next Generation Mediation 

 Thirdly: Due to the introduction of this solution it was possible to consolidate two different 

systems, furthermore a simplification of software, hardware and the maintenance environment 

was achieved 

 

This confirms Elmar Grasser, CTO Orange: „The Mediation is a main component between telecom 

and IT-world. With help of the migration our mediation, we have reached a major architecture step in 

the context of Orange IT. Because of this we can sink our IT-Costs and enlarge our flexibility and our 

speed. NEWCON as system integrator and DigitalRoute as software vendor were the ideal partners 

for this project. “ 

Gerald Haidl, CEO NEWCON, explains in summary: „On our part we may say ‘thank you’ for the 

cooperatively near-go at Orange. Under these basic conditions we can use our technological lead 

fully, for the advantage of our customers. With this successful project we won a further, highly content 

reference customer. Our goal is it to grow national and international further more and win further 

Telecom-Companies as customers. Vienna as headquarters location offers us the best chances for 

this. “ 

About Orange in Austria  
Orange Austria Telecommunication GmbH started operations on October 26th 1998 under the brand “ONE” as the 3rd Mobile 

Operator in Austria. Company revenue in 2010 was round about 548 Mio. Euro. Approximately 800 FTE‟s are acting day over 

day to support customer‟s needs, Orange Austria reported 2,3 Mio. Mobile-Customer‟s. The distribution network includes 95 

Orange Shops and 1.700 distributors. In “2010 Connect Networktest” Orange again ranks as number second all over Austria. 
Owner of Orange in Austria are Mid Europa Partners (65 %) and Orange (35 %). Part of Orange Group in Austria is the 100% 
subsidiary YESSS!. Further Orange Austria held„s 25,1% share on eety–Telecommunications GmbH. Orange is the main brand 
of France Telecom, a worldwide leading Telecommunications company. With the initiative „Orange hilft“ – www.orange-hilft.at – 
the company combines Mobile Services with social responsibility and does support charitable projects in Austria.  

For further information‟s please connect to www.orange.at. 



   
About NEWCON  

NEWCON has a clearly defined feature on the national and international market of service integrators and management 
consultants: NEWCON covers the complete value added chain of its business customers, which are mainly from the enterprise 
customers sector. NEWCON offers a wide range of services, starting with Top Level Management Consulting (strategic 
consulting) and going to service integration and outsourcing of whole applications. Insofar strategies are realized with a very  
enduring approach under full responsibility of NEWCON. NEWCON can offer this approach because its management team and 
several of its employees have been working for several years in top positions in the sectors of IT, Telecommunication and 
Utilities. 
For further informations please connect to www.newcon.at 

 

About DigitalRoute 

DigitalRoute® is a Swedish independent software vendor delivering market leading mediation and integration solutions to the 

global telecommunications and data communications industry. DigitalRoute simplifies service providers’ data infrastructure, 

centralizing integration of IT- and communication networks. DigitalRoute technology for mediation-, data integration and policy 

control is deployed at 220 customers worldwide. For more information, please visit www.digitalroute.com 
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